
Your PTA needs YOU !

Last year the PTA held multiple events throughout the year for the children and
parents raising £7894.95 and spent £8083.54 on a variety of things to support
and enhance Antrobus St Marks school.

We hope everyone agrees having a PTA is an important part of our school due
to both experiences and resources provided which would not happen without
it. We rely on parent volunteers and are always looking for new members with
new ideas and enthusiasm. In the next couple of years a significant number of
the current PTA parent’s children will be leaving the school meaning without
new volunteers from lower down the school the PTA will not be able to
continue. The reason for sending this message now is to allow for a transition
period over the next couple of years.

Being a member of the PTA is a very rewarding role allowing you to be more
involved with your child’s journey through our wonderful primary school. We
are aware that people have the pressure of work and other commitments on
their time, as do the current members of the PTA, but by working as a team it
is possible and worthwhile for the benefits to your child.

Please consider if joining the PTA is something you would like to do and if you
have any questions either email friendsofantrobus@gmail.com or contact
Lorna on 07867848058. We will be having an AGM in the Autumn term at the
Antrobus Arms that everyone is invited to attend to learn more about what we
do and why Your PTA needs YOU !

Your PTA Committee: Lorna Patelaros (Chair and treasurer), Zoe Corrin (class 1 rep), Andrea Cropper
(class 2 rep and 2nd hand uniform), Helen Metcalfe (class 3 rep), Julie Lyons (secretary), Emily
Farrimond, Amy Wilson.

Charity registrationno.: 1006833
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